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Homeopathy   is   an   e ective   form   of   holistic   
medicine   that   utilizes   many   specially   prepared   
natural   substances.   It   is   both   cost   e ective   and   
inherently   safe,   being   fully   compatible   for   use   in   
conjunction   with,   or   as   a   substitute   for,   
conventional   medications.   Use   of   homeopathy   has   
been   found   to   (a)   reduce   the   incidence   of   adverse   
e ects   that   are   frequently   associated   with   most  
conventional   medications   and   (b)   lower   treatment   
costs.   The   combination   of   these   e ects   can   result   in   
significant   savings   along   with   improved   outcomes.   
Homeopathy   is   the   prototype   therapy   of   
individualized   medicine,   frequently   mirrored,   but   
never   fully   matched   even   by   recent   trends   
frequently   referred   to   as   "personalized"   or   
"designer"   medicines.   
    
Cardiovascular   disease   is   considered   the   leading   
cause   of   mortality   in   the   U.S.   and   acute   myocardial   
infarction   is   estimated   to   be   responsible   for   31%   of   

deaths   globally. 466    Numerous   investigations   
demonstrate   the   importance   of   addressing   lifestyle   
interventions   including   diet,   smoking   cessation   and   
regular   exercise,   but   emerging   research   in   the   field   
of   homeotherapeutics   demonstrates   the   importance   
of   incorporating   a   homeopathic   approach.   
    
The   existing   worldwide   database   of   homeopathic   
research   is   extremely   limited,   but   the   few   studies   
that   have   been   performed   demonstrate   
overwhelmingly   positive   results   reflecting   a   need   
for   further   investigation.   Homeopathic   
practitioners   throughout   the   world   have   
successfully   utilized   homeopathy   to   treat   a   wide   
range   of   common   cardiac   ailments,   including   
angina,   palpitations,   cardiac   syncope,   hypertension,   
congestive   heart   failure,   and   many   other   vascular   
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conditions    467 ,    468 ,    469 ,    470    in   the   ambulatory   setting,   the   
hospital   and   the   intensive   care   unit   (ICU). 471   

    

Hypertension   
In   America   74.5   million   people,   or   one   adult   in   three,   
have   high   blood   pressure,   which   can   be   linked   to   
increased   risk   of   cardiovascular   disease.   Several   
studies   show   the   benefits   of   homeopathic   
medicines   in   lowering   blood   pressure.   A   number   of   
clinical   studies,   case   controlled   reports   and   trials   
have   evaluated   the   e ects   of   homeopathic   
treatment   in   essential   hypertension.    472 ,    473 ,    474 ,    475   
    
A   prospective,   double-blind,   randomized,   
placebo-controlled,   parallel-arm   clinical   trial   of   six   
months   duration   evaluated   the   e ects   of   
homeopathic   treatment   on   132   patients   with   
essential   hypertension.   The   results   demonstrated   a   
statistically   significant   reduction   in   both   systolic   
and   diastolic   blood   pressure   as   a   result   of   
homeopathic   treatment   (p=   0.0001).   The   authors   
concluded   that   individualized   homoeopathy   
produced   a   significantly   di erent   hypotensive   e ect   
than   placebo. 476   
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A   study   of   32   patients   with   essential   hypertension   
were   compared   with   10   placebo   controls   over   9   
months   of   treatment.   Results   demonstrated   that   
75%   of   those   treated   homeopathically   normalized   
their   blood   pressures   compared   with   only   40%   in   
the   placebo   group. 477   

    

A   retrospective   cohort   study   of   41   hypertensive   
patients   comparing   homeopathy   as   a   single   therapy   
compared   with   and   homeopathy   plus   conventional   
medicine   demonstrated   that   homeopathy   by   itself   is   
as   e cacious   as   homeopathy   plus   conventional   
pharmacotherapy   in   the   treatment   of   
hypertension. 478   

    
A   double-blind   randomized   placebo   controlled   
clinical   trial   evaluated   individualized   homeopathic   
therapy   in   the   treatment   of   68   subjects   with   mild   to   
moderate   hypertension.   Eighty   two   percent   of   those   
receiving   homeopathy   improve   compared   with   a   
57%   of   those   receiving   placebo. 479   

    
A   randomized   double-blind   study   of   32   immobilized   
hypertensive   nursing   home   patients   failed   to   show   
improvement   from   randomly   assigned   homeopathic   
treatment,   but   retrospectively   demonstrated   
"strikingly   positive   results"   in   those   subjects   whose   
treatment   corresponded   to   individualized,   or   
constitution-based   treatment. 480   
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While   most   of   the   published   research   focuses   on   
hypertension,   a   few   studies   address   other   serious   
cardiovascular   conditions:   
    

Cardiac   insu ciency   
   A   study   of   212   patients   with   mild   cardiac   
insu ciency   (NYHA   II)   compared   homeopathic   
treatment   with   both   ACE   inhibitors   and   diuretics   
over   8   weeks.   The   authors   found   that   single   agent   
homeopathic   treatment   was   equivalent   to   
conventional   therapy   with   two   agents   across,   14   out   
of   15   endpoints.   The   only   area   where   the   
homeopathic   treatment   did   not   excel   was   with   
respect   to   blood   pressure   reduction. 481   

    

Arrhythmia   
   A   retrospective   study   of   the   e ectiveness   of   
homeopathic   treatment   in   28   patients   with   one   of   
five   cardiac   rhythm   disorders,   including   atrial   
fibrillation,   paroxysmal   supraventricular   
tachycardia   (PSVT)   and   extrasystole   demonstrated   
favorable   results.   All   patients   with   PSVT   patients   
and   50   percent   of   those   with   other   patients   were   
able   to   completely   discontinue   their   conventional   
medications.   The   author   concluded   that   
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homoeopathy   certainly   has   a   place   in   the   treatment   
arrhythmias. 482   

    
Two   case   reports   of   atrial   paroxysmal   tachycardia   
in   dogs   were   successfully   resolved   after   7   days   of   
homeopathic   treatment.   Heart   rates   stabilized   and   
synchronized   while   normal   atrial   and   ventricular   
electrical   activity   was   restored. 483   

  

Acute   Myocardial   infarction   
(AM)   
   A   series   of   three   case   controlled   studies   of   Alva   in   
di erent   pathological   stages   were   treated   with   
individualized   homeopathic   medicines   along   with   
conventional   therapies.   Cases,   which   were   
evaluated   with   single-photon   emission   computed   
tomography,   electrocardiograph,   echocardiography   
and   ejection   fraction,   all   demonstrated   positive   
outcomes   consistent   with   benefit   from   
homeopathic   treatment. 484   
  

    

Platelet   Aggregation   
   A   placebo   controlled   rat   model   demonstrated   
normalization   of   deficiencies   in   platelet   aggregation   
following   homeopathic   treatment. 485   

    

Conclusion   
Homeopathy   is   a   useful   and   relatively   unexplored   
modality   that   promises   lower   cost,   safety   and   
improved   clinical   outcomes.   The   available   research   
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suggests   that   homeopathy   stands   poised   to   o er   
significant   benefits   and   advantages   in   the   treatment   
of   cardiovascular   diseases.   
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